
Actions taken following January 2020 Area Inventory

What is the purpose of the Area Committee?

Request/Concern: The Chair should inform us at the Assembly and Quarterlies what the purpose of the
Area Committee is.

Action: Ah, Crystal is awesome. This is being done at quarterlies, assemblies & via email by our
Chair.

How effective is the Area Committee with communicating and educating DCMs so that then they can
educate the GSRs?

Request/Concern: How much are we, as DCMs and the Area Committee, required to put in? I do a lot of
work as DCM and I don’t get much back from GSRs. It’s not the Area’s job to service sponsor everyone.
You can lead a horse to water but you can’t make it drink.

Action: This is directly addressed in DCM University Courses.

Request/Concern: (1) I attended GSR school as a GSR and learned a lot. It’s a great tool as well as DCM
workshops. I’d like to see more of that. I don’t know the scope of what I’m doing until I’m doing it and it’s
good to share with  each other because we all have a different take on it. (2) I don’t know what the
purpose of the Area Committee is. And I should know by now. I am well informed by the Area. But there
is room for improvement with education about the Area.

Action: Thanks to Zoom, there are 2-3 GSR “schools” and 1 DCM “school”  most months that
any/all are invited to attend and actively participate. In 2022 there will be more “intermediate”
schools addressing specific hot topics – things most GSRs/DCMs ask questions about/want more
info/help on.

Request/Concern: How well am I communicating! I am overwhelmed with the amount of
communication I get in emails and calls I get.

Action: This rotation, our area secretary, Courtney, has been compiling all the reports before the
quarterlies & assembly and sending them out in ONE email instead of everyone sending their
reports to the entire committee individually. This has significantly reduced the number of emails
the committee receives around these bigger events.

Request/Concern: People don’t seem to understand what they’re voting on at Assemblies. It feels
rushed – I wish we had a 3rd day.

Action: Our Area Chair, Crystal, had a HARD Stop @ 10pm on Saturday during business with the
option if we still had business to attend to we would come back Sunday morning to conclude
business in leu of a speaker.

Are we communicating with the groups in the most efficient manner possible?

Request/Concern: Acronyms are a problem. We shouldn’t be so efficient that we don’t communicate
well.



Action: There has been a deliberate attempt by most of the area elected and appointed trusted
servants to NOT use acronyms and at a minimum when doing so, also spell them out as well. We
could continue to improve in this area.

Should we have more time to discuss items of procedure; to learn area and standing committee
quarterlies, pre-conferences, pre-assemblies, and to educate how to use the Area Handbook, the
Service Manual?

Request/Concerns: GSRs don’t always understand the importance of the Pre-Conferences, Delegate’s
Reports, Pre-Assemblies. They only go to the Assembly.

Action: This is directly addressed in GSR University Courses + Crash Courses.


